
Wood Industry



The TITAN difference Transport securing for wood
and wood products



Whether cut wood, laminates or plywood:
flexibility is the watchword for transport
securing for wood products. Modern PET/
PP Strapping from TITAN balances out any
possible fluctuations in the volume of
these natural products ergonomically and
offers high levels of load security. TITAN is
one of the leading manufacturers in the
field of wood and timber strapping. 

Celebrating difference. Exploring our own
paths. That is our philosophy, the driving
force behind all we do. These ideas inspire
us to question standards and to raise the
bar for our customers. So that cargo world-
wide is secure in transit.

Our system solutions are specially tailored
for the needs of the wood industry. They
stand equally for safe and flexible strap-
ping as well as for maximum costs and
time savings. From hand-held equipment
up to fully automated strapping facilities
all components originate from our own
production plant. Tailor-made quality for
every part makes the difference.



Protection systems included Insulation material safety

Speed, adaptability and costs savings: the
advantages of PET/PP Strapping from
TITAN are clear for the transport securing
of insulation sheet packages which are
stacked on pallets. Protecting the surfaces
and sensitive edges is at the forefront here.

The VK 10-O strapping machine with an
upwards aligned strapping head effortlessly
meets all requirements. To optimise the
security of the sheet packages the machines
insert edge protectors fully automatically.
Fast packing cycles allow the insulation
sheets to leave the production line as quick-
ly as possible. 



Efficient and bespoke Flexible strapping 
for flat-pack furniture 

From wardrobe doors over two metres long
down to five centimetre small accessories:
up to 4,000 furniture items of the most
varied shapes and sizes and strapped every
day here with TITAN polypropylene strap-
ping. This operation demonstrates the high
flexibility of our technology because the
fully automatic facility recognises the
dimensions of the items being packed and
calculates the optimal positioning of the
strapping. 

Several TITAN machines with VK 10 strap-
ping heads guarantee a continual producti-
on process. For example, several unwinders
or large coils of up to 400 kg ensure
smooth procedures without long set-up
times. Quality of the highest order from
facility construction to strapping banding
up to sealing technology makes TITAN the
leading system provider for flat packed fur-
niture.



Built in high performance Variable strapping 
for plywood

Extremely high and permanent sealing
quality: the VK 10-O PET strapping machine
secures plywood and MDF sheets with the
TITAN thermo-weld seal. The facility auto-
matically feeds squared wood under the
sheeting package from a mobile 10 slot
magazine. 

The variation variety of the machine is
impressive – it can process lengths from
2000 to 6000 mm and widths from 680 
to 2440 mm. According to the packaging
unit several vertical straps can be fixed
across the direction of feed. A compact 
pallet, optimally secured for transport is
the result.



Safety for every use Hand-held equipment, lashing
and standard machines

TITAN offers a wide range of high quality 
products for the most varied strapping tasks.
Among these are a variety of hand-held
appliances which show their worth in 
manual load securing for all types of 
wood products. 

When securing heavy cargo, in sea and rail
transport for example, maximum safety is
the highest priority. From Megaband® to
straps and strapping equipment up to securi-
ty seals we supply complete systems, parti-
cularly in the areas of lashing and lifting.

Standard tasks also demand individual solu-
tions. Modular machines guarantee precisely
tailored strapping for every type of product,
for example the innovative T-Max series
from TITAN. 
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